Developing New Worlds ECW 2841
Research Assignment
Student name: Romall Smith
My Story Premise:
This is Korinath, where mice ride dragons and humans are the mythical creatures. Grynx
is one of those mice. A gifted mage and swordsman, he hoped to join the imperial
academy one day. That was of course before encountering a construct named Nx-1. On
the run from the imperial forces, the two will embark on an epic journey of selfexploration and adventure. Will Grynx join the never-ending fight against the tyrannical
empire or will he leave an entire civilization to be exterminated.
My SIX Research Categories: List your six here.
1) Crystals
2) Spiny mice
3) Myths and legends
4) Multi-star solar systems
5) Magic
6) Real world science
Category One:
Keywords: types of crystals, crystal weapons, energy crystals, storage capacity of a
crystal, gemstone structure, gem properties, crystal experiments, time crystals, magic
crystals, science of crystals, crystal growth
1) Internet Source #1 – Stone Types. (n.d.). Retrieved from
http://www.crystalage.com/crystal_information/stone_type/
•

It is a full-on encyclopedia of crystal types and their material make up. In
creating crystal and gem formations this article will help me to know what
already exist and provide a guideline of what could exist.

2) Internet Source #2 – Gem Formation: How are Gemstones Created? (n.d.). Retrieved
from https://www.gemsociety.org/article/gem-formation/
•

The article is a clear point for understanding gems and crystals as a whole. It
will help me to write both realistic and fantastical gems.

3) Hard Copy Source (book or journal article) - Hall, J. (2011). 101 power crystals: The
ultimate guide to magical crystals, gems, and stones for healing and transformation.
Beverly, MA: Fair Winds Press.
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•

It contains information on crystal formations and modern uses. The book
gives me the knowledge necessary to use crystals practically.

4) Hard Copy Source (book or journal article) – Petrovich, K. (2016). Elemental energy crystal and gemstone rituals for a beautiful life. Harpercollins.
•

This book has a lot of crystals in it. Hopefully, it will help me to use ones
beyond the standard diamonds and rubies.

5) Image Source –

[Digital image]. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.geologyin.com/2014/11/crystalstructure-and-crystal-system.html
•

This helps me to visualize the structure of the crystals. It also helps me to
design new crystals for the characters to discover.

Category Two:
Keywords: Spiny mouse habitat, Spiny mouse colonies, Spiny mouse genetics, Spiny
mouse intelligence, Spiny mouse in space, nasa and mice, Spiny mouse life span,
adaptation of mice
1) Internet Source #1 – Jabr, Ferris. “African Spiny Mice Regenerate Missing Body
Parts La Salamanders.” Scientific American Blog Network, 5 Oct. 2012,
blogs.scientificamerican.com/brainwaves/african-spiny-mice-regenerate-missing-bodyparts-a-la-salamanders/.
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•

This will help me with to set up parts of the story. It will keep me from
writing the injuries as worse than they should be. It also shows me how
much the mice can take during a fight and survive.

2) Internet Source #2 – Eilam, D. (2004). Locomotor activity in common spiny mice
(Acomys cahirinuse): The effect of light and environmental complexity. BMC Ecology, 4,
16. http://doi.org/10.1186/1472-6785-4-16
•

This article will help me to understand how the mice would move about during
the day or night. It gives me a clear understanding as to how they will react
during the different phases of each planet.

3) Hard Copy Source (book or journal article) – Haughton, C. L., Gawriluk, T. R., &
Seifert, A. W. (2016). The Biology and Husbandry of the African Spiny Mouse (Acomys
cahirinus) and the Research Uses of a Laboratory Colony. Journal of the American
Association for Laboratory Animal Science: JAALAS, 55(1), 9–17.
•

This article is the go to for all knowledge regarding these mice. It gives me all
the information I need to extrapolate what they will become through
evolution. In turn, it helps me to write more realistically how the world will
be for them.

4) Hard Copy Source (book or journal article) – Crane, L., Petersen, D., & Olavsrud, T.
(2017). Mouse Guard roleplaying game. Los Angeles: Archaia.
•

The book on mice driven worlds. Mouse guard roleplaying game will help to
give a base for my characters. It will also help me to add mouse related depth
to my story. There are portions of the book I can use to speed up character
creation.
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5) Image Source –

[Digital image]. (n.d.). Retrieved from
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/corecgi/tileshop/tileshop.fcgi?p=PMC3&id=556144&s=57
&r=1&c=1
•

This image is to remind me there are several types in the same group of mice.
It allows me to have diversity of characters throughout the story without
writing other animals.
Category Three:

Keywords: Myths, legends, folktales, Hero’s journey, lost cities, celestial beings, true
history, modern myths.
1) Internet Source #1 – Andrews, Robin. “Ancient Legends And Myths That Were Later
Proven True By Science.” IFLScience, IFLScience, 22 June 2018,
www.iflscience.com/environment/ancient-legends-and-myths-that-were-later-proventrue-by-science/.
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•

It will help me to write the legends of my worlds in a way that I can revel
them to be true later in the story. Humans are a myth in the beginning but
they become quite a bit more towards the end. Seeing how real legends
became realties will help to write that.

2) Internet Source #2 – Palmer, Jane. “Earth - The Atlantis-Style Myths That Turned out
to Be True.” BBC News, BBC, 19 Jan. 2016, www.bbc.com/earth/story/20160118-theatlantis-style-myths-of-sunken-lands-that-are-really-true.
•

In writing lost cities and cultures, this article will give me a good starting
point. Atlantis and stories like it are told around the world. It would be great
to use some of those concepts to flesh out the mythology of my world.

3) Hard Copy Source (book or journal article) – Hamilton, E. (2017). Mythology :
Timeless Tales of Gods and Heroes, 75th Anniversary Illustrated Edition. New York:
Black Dog & Leventhal.
•

A collection of human myths will help me in crafting myths for the creatures
of my story. Heroes and their stories are integral to the reason the main
character is willing to take up the sword.

4) Hard Copy Source (book or journal article) – Hartman, D., & Zimberoff, D. (2009).
The Hero's Journey of Self-transformation: Models of Higher Development from
Mythology. Journal Of Heart-Centered Therapies, 12(2), 3-93.
•

This is a great resource for how to model the characters personal growth and
self-discovery after the heroes’ journey. In my story Grynx will undergo a
transformation as he follows his own heroes’ journey. Understanding how to
write that for both character development and story development is going be
key.
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5) Image Source –

[Digital image]. (n.d.). Retrieved from
https://i.ytimg.com/vi/BtOK6UXdp7o/maxresdefault.jpg
•

This is to remind me the myths have to be larger than life. It also serves to
remind me how small the nexilin are and how large the world would seem.

Category Four:
Keywords: Multiple stars in a system, five suns, quintuple stars, alien worlds, alien
evolutions, binary star systems, trinary star systems, gravity of a star.
1) Internet Source #1 – An Earth with five Suns in the sky. (2017, November 30).
Retrieved from https://planetplanet.net/2016/03/22/an-earth-with-five-suns-in-the-sky/
•

This one shows me how the worlds should be in a solar system with five suns.
Give me clarity in writing the worlds. The bulk of the story takes place on a 5star world.

2) Internet Source #2 – Redd, N. T. (2016, March 30). New Alien Planet Boasts Rare
Triple Suns. Retrieved from https://www.space.com/32405-alien-planets-has-rare-triplesuns.html
•

This is another example of a multi-star planet. Similar to the other like this
will help me to build more accurate worlds.
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3) Explaining patterns in our solar system and the role of gravity in space.
– THORNBURGH, W., & TRETTER, T. (2017). Explaining patterns in our solar system
and the role of gravity in space. Science Scope, 41(4), 78-86
•

The worlds would have been effected by the gravity of several stars. In
writing them this article will help me to keep those effects as close to reality
as I can for a more science filled story.

4) Complex organics in space from Solar System to distant galaxies. – Kwok, S. (2016).
Complex organics in space from Solar System to distant galaxies. Astronomy &
Astrophysics Review, 24(1), 1-27
•

The planets have been changed due to humans bring experiments centuries
ago. However, they worlds may have had their own life. This article is to help
flesh out that life

5) Image source –

[Digital image]. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://i.imgur.com/PyJkWmk.jpg
•

This is a great representation of the system I have envisioned. Clearly seeing
it will help me to stay grounded as I write the adventure. I think this image is
key to visualizing the worlds we will travel to.

Category Five:
Keywords: Magic Systems, Magic Applications, Magic powers, Spells, Schools of magic,
Constructs, Time magic, Magic Limits, Wiccan, Witches, Wizards, Mages,
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1) Internet Source #1 – Buck, D. (n.d.). Four Ways to Limit Magic & Technology.
Retrieved from https://mythcreants.com/blog/four-ways-to-limit-magic-technology/
•

This website provides some base rules for writing magic systems. In seeing
how others approach magic I can better understand how to create my system.

2) Internet Source #2 – Building and Modifying Constructs. (n.d.). Retrieved from
http://paizo.com/pathfinderRPG/prd/ultimateMagic/magic/buildingAndModifyingConstru
cts.html
•

Constructs are the main weapon of the empire as is one of the supporting
cast. Their importance makes this article invaluable. It will be used to help
flesh out my creations.

3) Hard Copy Source (book or journal article) – Chamberlain, L. (2016). Wicca crystal
magic: A beginner’s guide to practicing Wiccan crystal magic, with simple crystal spells.
Place of publication not identified: Wicca Shorts.
•

Understanding the current view of magic derived from crystals give me a
starting point for the use of crystal magic in my world. The primary force of
magic is derived from crystals. Getting a grasp of crystal magic will go a long
way in writing it so it feels authentic.

4) Hard Copy Source (book or journal article) – Coffin, B., & Siembieda, K. (2001).
Palladium Books presents Rifts book of magic: A giant reference and sourcebook for the
Rifts RPG series. Taylor, MI: Palladium Books.
•

Being a roleplaying game source book, there is a metric ton of information
here. I can use it to help in design the limits of magic and spells of this
universe.

5) Hard Copy Source (book or journal article) – Copenhaver, B. P. (2017). The book of
magic: From antiquity to the Enlightenment. London: Penguin Classics.
•

Understanding how magic has existed in our past as mythology and religion
provides a backdrop for how it can exist in my fictional world. It also helps
me to understand how the religions and government would view magic users.

6) Image Source –
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[Digital image]. (n.d.). Retrieved from
https://www.reddit.com/r/DnD/comments/71s8s8/art_schools_of_magic_symbols/
•

This is to remind me of the schools of magic. Primarily it will help me in
designing the system of magic.
Category Six:

Keywords: Science of magic, Science in fiction, Faster than light travel, Black holes,
quantum theory, ghost particles, time crystals, Robotics, military robots, molecules, color
of atoms.
1) Internet Source #1 – Chemical Compounds. (n.d.). Retrieved from
https://saylordotorg.github.io/text_general-chemistry-principles-patterns-andapplications-v1.0/s06-01-chemical-compounds.html
•

In using particles through my story, this will help to make them feel
authentic. It will also keep me from making the story lean too far into fantasy.

2) Internet Source #2 – Thompson, A. (2017, November 14). The Impossible Physics of
Faster-Than-Light Travel. Retrieved from
https://www.popularmechanics.com/science/a25800/impossible-physics-of-faster-thanlight-travel/
•

In writing a science fiction story with faster than light travel, this article will
help me to understand what we view has possible and impossible. It helps
me to write the story in one of the theoretical veins not just what is in my
head.
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3) Hard Copy Source (book or journal article) – Valle, J. W., & Romão, J. C. (2015).
Neutrinos in high energy and astroparticle physics. Weinheim: Wiley-VCH.
•

It will give me the knowledge I need to write convincing techonobabble. It
will also help me to write the engines of the starships.

4) Hard Copy Source (book or journal article) – Morris, Z. L. (2018). Developing a Light
Infantry-Robotic Company as a System. Military Review, 98(4), 18-29.
•

In writing the war between the constructs and humans this could be
invaluable. It will give me a better understanding of how robots could be
deployed over living creatures.

5) Hard Copy Source (book or journal article) – Ananthaswamy, A. (2011). The edge of
physics: A journey to Earths extremes to unlock the secrets of the universe. Boston, MA:
Mariner Books.
•

This book is all physics. It will help me to understand how the universe is
effected at the ends of the spectrum. In a way giving me a guide to how far I
can take it on some of the world.

6) Image Source –

[Digital image]. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://saylordotorg.github.io/text_generalchemistry-principles-patterns-and-applicationsv1.0/section_06/2f12df6d0f8a28e11590f15fa3605a93.jpg
•

In my story, the magic is seen as particles coming together. If I can keep the
use in line with the proposed colors of diatomic molecules, it will give my
story a stronger anchor in the realm of science.

